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Introduction to Law and the Legal System provides an overview of law and the American legal
system, using a variety of cases to support the major functions of U.S. law. Suitable for a
variety of departments and courses, this text is known for its broad coverage and introductory
level, flexible organization, and use of cases to explain legal concepts.
In recent years, regulation has emerged as one of the most distinct and important fields of
study in the social sciences, both for policy-makers and for scholars who require a theoretical
framework that can be applied to any social sector. This timely textbook provides a conceptual
map of the field and an accessible and critical introduction to the subject. Morgan and Yeung
set out a diverse and stimulating selection of materials and give them context with a
comprehensive and critical commentary. By adopting an interdisciplinary approach and
emphasising the role of law in its broader social and political context, it will be an invaluable
tool for the student coming to regulation for the first time. This clearly structured, academically
rigorous title, with a contextualised perspective, is essential reading for all students of the
subject.
Peter Goodrich presents a unique introduction to the concept of jurisliterature. Highlighting how
lawyers have been extraordinarily productive of literary, artistic and political works, Goodrich
explores the diversity and imagination of the law and literature tradition. Jurisliterature, he
argues, is the source of legal invention and the sign of novelty in judgments.
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This text provides an introduction to U.S. law. It is intended for law students, lawyers, and legal
scholars from foreign countries; U.S. non-law graduate and undergraduate college students;
and anyone else who seeks a "big picture" of the law and legal system, including U.S. law
students. Not a casebook, it explains the major substantive areas of the law in narrative form
and includes citations to cases and sources for additional detail. In addition, the book has
chapters on the essential basic history and governmental structure necessary to understand
the legal system; the legal profession; the theory and practice of the adversary system of
justice; and statutory interpretation and caselaw reasoning.
This text provides an introduction to U.S. law. It is intended for law students, lawyers, and legal
scholars from foreign countries; U.S. graduate and undergraduate college students; members
of the general reading public in the United States; and anyone who seeks a "big picture" of the
law and legal system. Not a casebook, it explains the major substantive areas of the law in
narrative form with citations to cases and sources for additional detail. In addition to covering
the principal substantive areas of the law, the book has chapters on: essential basic history
and governmental structure necessary to an understanding of the legal system; the legal
profession; the theory and practice of the adversary system of justice; and statutory
interpretation and case law reasoning.
Manual dirigido a profesionales y estudiantes universitarios con un nivel intermedio de
conocimientos de la lengua inglesa e interesados en el inglés jurídico. Contiene una amplia
variedad de textos y ejercicios prácticos y numerosos elementos lingüísticos relacionados con
el ámbito del Derecho además de un práctico glosario de términos legales más
frecuentemente utilizados y la resolución de todos los ejercicios planteados.
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This third edition text contains information and discussions of the nature, meaning and
historical sources of law, the development and functions of equity, philosophers and the law,
legislation, administrative law and nonjudicial tribunals, legal reasoning, growth of law, and
judicial supremacy, federalism and the legal system, jurisdiction, conflicts of law, torts, civil
procedure, criminal procedure, contracts, manifestation of assent, consent, consideration,
discharge, and more.
INTRODUCTION TO LAW AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM provides an overview of law and the
American legal system, using cases to support the major functions of U.S. law. Suitable for a
variety of departments and courses, this text is known for its broad coverage, flexible
organization, and use of cases to explain legal concepts. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
This book introduces the basics of law in Papua New Guinea, and it targets upper secondary
legal studies teachers and students. Everyone in this country, including the educated, other
than lawyers needs to know and understand our own laws. The National Education
Department’s motto is “Prosperity through self-reliance”; thus, this project is one out of many
the department is yet to accomplish. No recommended text was available at the time when the
new course, legal studies, was introduced in 2010 to be taught as an examinable subject.
Newly elevated secondary schools in the country are facing reference material problem. The
problem of rare stock of resource material is truly a considerable physical and psychological
stress suffered by most teachers in the country. This book was written exactly in line with
Upper Secondary Legal Studies syllabus as a text material to be used across the nation in all
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secondary schools in which Legal Studies course is offered. The subject itself is fundamentally
interesting. I enjoyed teaching law for the last six years. I gained the insights of basic
introductory law while in the process of teaching and writing this book. Hope you enjoy reading
this book, “Introduction to Our Laws” and gain the insights of law.
An excellent introduction or refresher in the United States legal system for all,especially
students and foreign audiences.
Law underlies our society - it protects our rights, imposes duties on each of us, and establishes
a framework for the conduct of almost every social, political, and economic activity. The
punishment of crime, compensation of the injured, and the enforcement of contracts are merely
some of the tasks of a modern legal system. It also strives to achieve justice, promote
freedom, and protect our security. The result is a system that, while it touches all of our daily
lives, is properly understood by only a few, with its impenetrable jargon, obsolete procedures,
and interminable stream of Byzantine statutes and judgments of the courts. This clear, jargonfree Very Short Introduction aims to redress that balance, as it introduces the essentials of law
and legal systems in a lively, accessible, and stimulating manner. Explaining the main
concepts, terms, and processes of the legal system, it focuses on the Western tradition (the
common law and the civil law), but also includes discussions of other legal systems, such as
customary law and Islamic law. And it looks to the future too, as globalization and rapid
advances in technology place increasing strain on our current legal system. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds
of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new
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ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
This extraordinary paperback provides a highly accessible and appealing orientation to the
American legal system and presents basic concepts of civil litigation to first-year law students.
Whose Monet? An Introduction to the American Legal System focuses on a lengthy dispute
over the ownership of a painting as a vehicle for introducing students to the basic law school
tasks of reading analytically, understanding legal materials, and working with the common law.
The author and his colleagues have used these materials successfully in their classrooms for
many years, ensuring their teachability and effectiveness: Whose Monet? can be used as
primary course material in orientation courses or seminars, as well as collateral reading for insemester Legal Process or Civil Procedure courses The organization is logical and
straightforward and the accessible writing style--lucid, descriptive, and conversational--is ideal
for incoming students The major events in a lawsuit are considered, and the text sheds light on
how the law is applied in a civil dispute, introducing common law and statutory law and the
various courts and their interrelationship (trial/appellate, state/federal) The author draws on
judicial opinions, litigation papers, transcripts, and selections from commentators and various
jurisprudential sources, thereby exposing the first-year student to as broad a spectrum of
materials as possible Telling the story of a real lawsuit (DeWeerth v. Baldinger)--from client
intake through trial and various appeals--draws students into the legal process by means of an
engaging narrative and makes for a truly enjoying teaching experience for professors The
lawyer's role is examined in both its functional and moral dimensions: What do lawyers do?
What does society legitimately expect lawyers to do? This book is suitable for both classroom
and stand-alone assigned reading
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Now in its Third Edition, An Introduction to Law and Legal Reasoning continues to be the ideal
go-to for the first year law student. It is a short, practical book that introduces beginning law
students and others to contemporary law and legal reasoning. By presenting these topics
through various discussions of cases and examples, it provides students with a solid source to
reference for years to come. A dependable, practical source, that: Covers analogical and
deductive reasoning, as well as the roles of legal conventions, purposes, and policies in legal
reasoning Discusses cases of varying difficulty to diversify the learning process Presents law
and legal reasoning primarily through discussions of cases and examples that avoid the
abstraction characteristic of most competing books Emphasizes the law as used in practice by
lawyers and judges Provides an explicit and systematic introduction to law and legal reasoning
Offers a source suitable for use as supplementary reading in any first year course, in legal
research and writing courses, in paralegal courses, and in other settings This great new edition
has been carefully updated to include: A new chapter, "Hardest Cases," that highlights cases
notorious in the press Updates throughout that guarantee the most current legal information
Law is at the heart of every society, protecting rights, imposing duties, and establishing a
framework for the conduct of almost all social, political, and economic activity. Despite this, the
law often seems a highly technical, perplexing mystery, with its antiquated and often
impenetrable jargon, obsolete procedures, and endless stream of complex statutes and
legislation. In this Very Short Introduction Raymond Wacks introduces the major branches of
the law, describing what lawyers do, and how courts operate, and considers the philosophy of
law and its pursuit of justice, freedom, and equality. In this second edition, Wacks locates the
discipline in our contemporary world, considering the pressures of globalization and
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digitalisation and the nature of the law in our culture of threatened security and surveillance.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.

Appropriate for Paralegal Studies, Legal Studies, Pre-Law, and Business
Programs Hames and Ekern's Introduction to Law, 2e will teach students the
basic legal concepts related to substantive and procedural law, introduces them
to cases, statutes, and the constitution, and develops their legal vocabulary and
analytical skills. A new chapter on constitutional law, expanded coverage of
employment and environmental law, and information on technology makes this
an excellent resource for any Introduction to Law course for all disciplines of
study including pre-law, legal studies, and business programs. Using this text,
your students will learn how to develop their own critical-thinking skills, read highinterest cases, expand their legal vocabulary and discuss case law and issues
impacting today's legal system.
This Advanced Introduction offers a fresh critical analysis of various dimensions
of law and globalisation, drawing on historical, normative, theoretical, and
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linguistic methodologies. Its comprehensive and multidisciplinary approach spans
the fields of global legal pluralism, comparative legal studies, and international
law.
This course book serves an undergraduate course in introduction to legal
reasoning. It is designed to initiate students in the legal methods of case law
analysis and statutory interpretation, prompting students to take a critical
distance from the wielding of the methods. It helps students acquire or refine the
techniques of close reading, analogizing, distinguishing, positing related fact
patterns, and criticizing judicial and legislative exposition and logic.
A comprehensive and accessible text, specifically written for paralegal students,
Introduction to Law for Paralegals provides an in-depth introduction to the key
concepts in the American legal system, research and analysis of legal material,
as well as legal ethics and substantive law. Supported by strong pedagogy and a
critical-thinking approach to edited cases, the material is engaging, well-written
and highly teachable. The Fifth Edition has been updated to reflect new cases
and changes in statutory law, with new reasoning exercises to challenge and
engage students. Updated Internet references and Web-based exercises are
also included. The rich Appendix now includes the full text of the U.S.
Constitution. Features: Comprehensive, accessible overview of all key concepts
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covered in an introduction to law course. Highly teachable style, with detailed
Instructor's Manual, Test Bank and PowerPoints. In-depth coverage written
specifically for paralegal students, including: The role of the paralegal. Sources
and classification of law. Structure of the court system. Overview of litigation
Basics of legal analysis, research, and writing. Legal ethics and substantive law.
Critical-thinking approach introduces students to the study of law. Use of edited
cases to teach students how to read and analyze the law. Engaging
hypotheticals, examples, and well-designed questions. Material presented in
organized and well-written format. Strong pedagogy throughout includes: Ethic
alerts. Marginal definitions. Internet references. Legal reasoning exercises.
Appendices on good writing, citation form, ethical codes and Net notes.
Thoroughly updated, the revised Fifth Edition includes: Streamlined presentation.
New cases and changes in statutory law. New Web-based exercises. Updated
Internet references throughout. New legal reasoning exercises reflecting current
cases. Complete U.S. Constitution as an appendix.
This book challenges the usual introductions to the study of law. It argues that
law is inherently political and reflects the interests of the few even while
presenting itself as neutral. It considers law as ideology and as politics, and
critically assesses its contribution to the creation and maintenance of a globalized
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and capitalist world. The clarity of the arguments are admirably suited to
provoking discussions of the role of law in our contemporary world. This third
edition provides contemporary examples to sustain the arguments in their
relevance to the twenty-first century. The book includes an analysis of the
common sense of law; the use of anthropological examples to gain external
perspectives of our use and understanding of law; a consideration of central legal
concepts, such as order, rules, property, dispute resolution, legitimation and the
rule of law; an examination of the role of law in women's subordination and finally
a critique of the effect of our understanding of law upon the wider world. This
book is ideal for undergraduate and postgraduate students reading law.
Hames and Ekern's Introduction to Law , 4/e will teach students the basic legal
concepts related to substantive and procedural law, introduces them to cases,
statutes, and the constitution, and develops their legal vocabulary and analytical
skills. A new chapter on constitutional law, expanded coverage of employment
and environmental law, and information on technology makes this an excellent
resource for any Introduction to Law course for all disciplines of study including
pre-law, legal studies, and business programs. Using this text, your students will
learn how to develop their own critical-thinking skills, read high-interest cases,
expand their legal vocabulary and discuss case law and issues impacting today's
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legal system.
Introduction to the Laws.....Series Volume 5 As issues in American law turn up
with ever-greater frequency in dozens of countries worldwide, some familiarity
with the legal system of the United States of America has become de rigueur for
practising lawyers everywhere. This incomparable handbook, now in its Second
Edition, provides an authoritative description of the major elements, including all
matters likely to emerge in the course of normal legal activity. Written from a
clear and cogent comparative perspective, it is of great practical value for both
counselling and courtroom use. Eighteen lucid chapters by distinguished
American law professors, each of whom is also knowledgeable about a legal
system outside that of the United States, explain the major laws, legal standards,
and legal institutions of the United States. Substantive and procedural
comparisons are presented in plain English, with appropriate commentary where
deemed helpful to clarify particularly complex or unsettled matters. The resulting
volume is an expert historical, systematic, and critical introduction to the law of
the United States.
Introduction to Law for Paralegals covers not only the theory but also the practical aspects of
every day legal practice. This text prepares students for the transition from classroom to
courtroom, offering balanced coverage of procedural concepts along with an introduction to
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specific areas of the law. Features: devotion to practical applications, such as legal research,
ethics, trials, and appellate issues as well as substantive legal issues, ranging from personal
injury and contracts to intellectual property clear, engaging writing style emphasis on practical
skill acquisition which is discussed in conjunction with substantive legal issues reader-friendly
design, with marginal definitions of key terms and phrases, inset boxes that explore various
concepts, and chapter features such as "Skills You Need in the Real World" and "Issues at a
Glance" that encapsulate important concepts. The text also includes numerous examples,
figures, tables and hypotheticals to help students understand various legal issues and make
effective use of different student learning styles excellent end-of-chapter activities, with chapter
summaries, review questions, discussion questions, web references, ethics
discussions,suggestions for further reading, sample documents, and "personality quizzes" that
help students determine what area of the law is right for them shorter length and level of
material makes this text the perfect choice for Associate's level paralegal courses New to the
Second Edition: new developments and new case law more in-depth coverage of substantive
law areas more coverage of computer technology in the law office
The Palgrave Macmillan Law Masters series is a long-running and successful list of titles
offering clear, concise and authoritative guides to the main subject areas, written by
experienced and respected authors. This ninth edition of Legal Method provides a lively
introduction to the nature of the English legal system and its sources, and to the techniques
which lawyers use when handling those sources. The text assumes no prior knowledge and
makes its content accessible by clarity of expression rather than by dilution of content. In
addition to more conventional sources, writers as varied as Jonathan Swift, Alexander Pope
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and T. S. Eliot are cited. This is an ideal course companion for both law undergraduate and
GDL/CPE students. Includes end of chapter summaries and self-test exercises.
Designed to teach the basics needed to prepare students for any role in the legal system, Law
and the Legal System engages students through the use of examples and practical
applications of legal principles. Whether they are interested in pursuing legal careers as
lawyers or paralegals, or political science careers, or criminal justice interests, students are
provided a basic understanding of the law and how to find it. Mock trial experiences are
encouraged, and each chapter involves the student in exercises that review understanding of
legal terms and concepts. Six cases in an appendix illustrate basic concepts, and hypothetical
cases showcase the inner workings of the judicial system in both criminal and civil cases.
Internet sources, key terms, case excerpts, research assignments, review exercises and
discussion questions help students reinforce the key concepts in each chapter, and suggested
activities engage students in discovery projects. Thoroughly updated, the revised Third Edition
expands coverage with new chapters on Legal Research and Writing, Tort Law, Contract Law,
Family Law, Employment Law, and Equal Protection Law. Careful updating of information
throughout the book includes refreshed Internet references to the text. Hallmark features of An
Introduction to Law and Legal Studies in the United States: Solid overview of the system of law
and government Readability, accessibility Provides the basics for any role in the legal system
lawyer or paralegal career political science or criminal justice work Practical applications to
engage students with legal principles mock trial experiences encouraged chapter exercises
review legal terms and concepts activities engage students in discovery projects Five part
structure, comprehensive coverage Basic Legal Concepts Substantive Civil Law Civil Law
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Procedure Criminal Law Procedure Administrative Due Process Six cases illustrate major
basic concepts Explains difficult legal concepts in a reader-friendly format Hypothetical cases
reveal workings of judicial system in both criminal and civil cases Differentiates civil, criminal,
and administrative due process Discusses history as well as contemporary state of law and
current controversies Pedagogically rich Internet sources key terms case excerpts research
assignments review exercises discussion questions Thoroughly updated, the revised Third
Edition presents: New chapters Legal Research and Writing Tort Law Contract Law Family
Law Employment Law Equal Protection Law Updated Internet references New material,
brought completely up-to-date
This book is exceptional in the sense that it provides an introduction to law in general rather
than the law of one specific jurisdiction, and it presents a unique way of looking at legal
education. It is crucial for lawyers to be aware of the different ways in which societal problems
can be solved and to be able to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different legal
solutions. In this respect, being a lawyer involves being able to reason like a lawyer, even more
than having detailed knowledge of particular sets of rules. Introduction to Law reflects this view
by focusing on the functions of rules and on ways of arguing the relative qualities of alternative
legal solutions. Where ‘positive’ law is discussed, the emphasis is on the legal questions that
must be addressed by a field of law and on the different solutions which have been adopted
by, for instance, the common law and civil law tradition. The law of specific jurisdictions is
discussed to illustrate possible answers to questions such as when the existence of a valid
contract is assumed.
This accessible, reader-friendly handbook will be an invaluable resource for authors, agents,
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and editors in navigating the legal landscape of the contemporary publishing industry. Drawing
on a wealth of experience in legal scholarship and publishing, Jacqueline D. Lipton provides a
useful legal guide for writers whatever their levels of expertise or categories of work (fiction,
nonfiction, or academic). Through case studies and hypothetical examples, Law and Authors
addresses issues of copyright law, including explanations of fair use and the public domain;
trademark and branding concerns for those embarking on a publishing career; laws that impact
the ways that authors might use social media and marketing promotions; and privacy and
defamation questions that writers may face. Although the book focuses on American law, it
highlights key areas where laws in other countries differ from those in the United States. Law
and Authors will prepare every writer for the inevitable and the unexpected.
In this newly updated volume, Moliterno and Lederer take a fresh and innovative look at the
subject of law and what law study and the practice of law entail by combining a traditional
academic viewpoint with elements of law practice and ethics as it continues to be widely used
in orientation and introductory courses. The American legal system can be hard to understand.
Going to law school is both difficult and anxiety-producing. Introduction to Law is designed to
help in both areas. Written by two highly-experienced legal educators at America's oldest law
school, Introduction to Law provides the reader with a written equivalent of William & Mary Law
School's famous introductory law school week. Often light-hearted, this useful and pragmatic
book combines an innovative introduction to the American legal system with material on how to
read and understand court cases and, critically, the lawyer's interaction with the client. All too
often, legal texts ignore people, especially the client whose need for legal advice first engages
the legal system. The text shows the reader how a lawyer must ascertain facts and goals from
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a client and then apply what the new lawyer (or law student) has learned about law and its
interpretation to solve the client's problem. Revised in 2010 to be fresher, more readable, and
more timely in its current events references, Introduction to Law is an ideal book for a soon-tobe law student or for anyone who wants a better understanding of how our legal system and
lawyers function.
Written from a legal and institutional perspective, this text provides students with an overview
of the American legal system. Broad coverage, flexible organization, and inclusion of up-todate, teachable cases make Introduction to Law suitable for a variety of departments
(business, political science, government and criminal justice departments, and paralegal and
pre-law) and courses (Survey of Law, Introduction to Law and the Legal System, Law and
Society, Legal Studies for Paralegals, and Legal Process).Expanded ethics coverage includes
a chapter (devoted entirely to the topic) with icons highlighting interesting ethical dilemmas and
an appendix discussing the ethical dimensions of case studies.

Since the publication of its first edition, this textbook has become the definitive
student introduction to the subject. As with earlier editions, the seventh edition
gives a clear understanding of fundamental legal concepts and their importance
within society. In addition, this book addresses the ways in which rules and the
structures of law respond to and impact upon changes in economic and political
life. The title has been extensively updated and explores recent high profile
developments such as the Civil Partnership Act 2005 and the Racial and
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Religious Hatred Bill. This introductory text covers a wide range of topics in a
clear, sensible fashion giving full context to each. For this reason An Introduction
to Law is ideal for all students of law, be they undergraduate law students, those
studying law as part of a mixed degree, or students on social sciences courses
which offer law options.
Comprehensive, intelligent overview of all the key concepts covered in a typical
introduction to law course. Divided into three parts, reflecting the topics
addressed in an introductory course: Part I, Paralegals and the American Legal
System; Part II, Finding and Analyzing the Law and Part III, Legal Ethics and
Substantive Law. A critical thinking approach is used to introduce students to the
study of law, encouraging students to interact with the materials through
hypotheticals, examples, and well-designed questions. Key Features of the New
Edition: Comprehensive coverage of key legal concepts Hypotheticals, questions,
and exercises that engage students in critical thinking A logical three-part
organization Student-friendly skill development for basic statutory and case
analysis Ethics Alerts, marginal definitions, Internet references, and legal
reasoning exercises Appendices on writing style , legal research, citation, the
U.S. Constitution, and additional Net Notes New edition includes many new
Discussion Questions and Legal Reasoning Exercises Chapter Objectives and
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short hypotheticals to start each chapter added to this edition New coverage
includes: the Boston Marathon bombing case, the Affordable Care Act, and
trademark issues involving the Washington Redskins , e-filing and e-discovery,
discussion of same-sex marriage and custody disputes over pre-embryos, and
crimes of unauthorized access of computer data and warrantless searches of cell
phones
In this thoroughly revised and updated second edition, Mariana Mota Prado and
Michael J. Trebilcock offer a succinct and readable introduction to the main
concepts and debates in the field of law and development. They examine the role
of legal systems and institutions, investigate perceptions around what laws and
legal arrangements encourage and facilitate development, and probe the issues
arising in both private law and public law as well as in international economic
relations. Written with the insight of two top experts in the field, this Advanced
Introduction covers the most recent trends in law and development research and
highlights areas that remain underexplored.
This introduction, now in its second completely revised and upgraded edition, is
the ideal overview of Belgian law for foreign lawyers. It identifies the basic legal
sources, institutions and concepts of Belgian law. It offers an up to date, state of
the art systematic and critical rendition of the principal branches of the law as
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practised, and it provides the necessary historical background and theoretical
framing. The book consists of sixteen chapters, covering all major fields of
Belgian law including constitutional and administrative law, procedural law,
criminal law, family law and trusts and estates, property, contracts and torts,
commercial transactions and company law, labour and social security law, tax
law and conflicts of laws, and offering in depth studies of the general features of
the Belgian legal system and legal culture. Every contribution is written by a
generally recognized expert in this particular field of law. The authors cover the
legislation at the different levels, guiding the reader through the multi-layered
governance in the complicated federal structure of Belgium within the European
Union, and pay ample attention to the reality of legal practice in court cases.
Each chapter concludes with a very useful bibliography of works in both official
languages (French and Dutch). Where available, basic works in English are
listed. The book is written for a diversified, primarily non-Belgian readership
including practising lawyers, business people, government officials, academic
researchers and students interested in a reliable overview of Belgian law and
institutions as a starting point for their research or inquiries. Marc Kruithof is a law
professor at Ghent University. He holds a PhD in Law, as well as Licentiates in
Law and in Economics, from Ghent University, and a Master of Laws from Yale
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Law School. Walter De Bondt is an emeritus professor at Ghent University and at
the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB). He holds a PhD in Law as well as a
Licentiate in Law from Ghent University, and a Master of Laws from UC Berkeley.
This new coursebook introduces students to the relationship among the
American constitutional, governmental, and legal systems. With a clear and
concise presentation, this book explores historical and contemporary events,
judicial opinions, and constitutional provisions that demonstrate how the three
systems accommodate social progress in an ever-changing and highly diverse
nation. Perfect for LLM courses or even undergraduate classes, this book aims to
teach students how to understand constitutional doctrines, brief judicial opinions,
and how American history affects contemporary legal issues. Features: Clear and
concise presentation and logical organization of material making it an excellent
introductory book to the American legal system Inclusion of modern cases on
relevant topics, such as same-sex marriage, legalization of marijuana, and
homicidal laws affecting juveniles Chapter questions that facilitate basic legal
analysis through hypotheticals, opinion briefing, and application of constitutional
provisions Inclusion of important historical and political events, such as lawsuits
brought against Presidents, congressional impeachment powers, the Electoral
College System, the Supreme Court s resolution of voting issues, the Civil War
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and post Civil War constitutional amendments, the Civil Rights movement,
presidential and congressional war powers, and Supreme Court opinions about
Guantanamo Bay detainees
An Introduction to Law and Legal ReasoningWolters Kluwer
In recent years, legal studies courses have increased the focus on contemporary
social issues as part of the curriculum. Law and Society: An Introduction
discusses the interface between these two institutions and encourages students
in the development of new insights on the topic. The book begins by introducing
definitions, classifications, and the concept of the "rule of law." It then explores:
Principal legal systems, including common law, civil law, Islamic and socialist
systems, and American Indian law Feminist legal theories, critical race theory,
and the roles of morality and values in social control The contributions of
sociological research and its impact on the law Court systems and procedures,
the exclusionary rule, and plea bargaining The nature and process of legislative,
administrative, and judicial lawmaking Alternative dispute resolution and
international arbitration and mediation The law as a mechanism for social
changes, such as those brought on by the 1964 Civil Rights Act Issues related to
the legal profession and professional responsibility This text eliminates the need
for a separate reader by also discussing controversial legal topics—including
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affirmative action, education, the death penalty, right to work laws, and abortion.
Each chapter builds on the previous ones and includes concrete examples of the
issues involved. Enhanced by chapter summaries of salient points, review
questions, and practical exercises, the book is designed to encourage students in
the development of new insights into the relationships between law and society.
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